MARKETING MEMO

MARCH 2021 MARINE
SOFTWARE UPDATE

March 30, 2021

PRODUCT UPDATE

In an ongoing effort to improve our products and provide enhanced features to existing users, we are excited to announce the Q2 2021 marine software update.
It provides improved functionality and new features throughout our marine systems.
Visit Garmin.com, or tap on the “My Marine Devices” option from the ActiveCaptain® app for a free download of the software update. If you would like to
purchase the update on a preloaded data card shipped directly from Garmin, visit Garmin.com for more information.
For the most up to date chart data available, visit our Chart Update Page or marinesupport.garmin.com to find information on updating your device’s charts, or
tap on the “Download Charts” option from the ActiveCaptain app to see what is available. For other options and more information on available marine charts
visit our Marine Charts and Maps webpage.
Please see below for a few featured highlights found in the update as well as a detailed reference table at the end of the document.

Bob’s Machine Shop Jackplate Support
Adds support for the engine jack-plate position message currently utilized in Bob’s Jack Plate products connected via NMEA 2000®.
Users will now be able to view the jack-plate’s current position on their Garmin MFD. The jack-plate positioning can be viewed as a gauge and/or be selected as part
of the data overlay.
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Panoptix LiveScope™ - Vivid Color Palettes
Users can now see the Panoptix LiveScope sonar with the same high contrast, Vivid color palettes made available on ClearVü and SideVü. New colors include
Aqua, Caribbean, Floodlight, Ice Blue, Lava, Moss, and Rusted Steel.
Aqua

Ice Blue

Lava

Caribbean

Panoptix LiveScope - Onscreen Control Toggle
The onscreen controls can cover portions of the screen that users may want to see. To account for this, we have added new menu options to toggle the controls on/off.
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Panoptix LiveScope™ - Compress Range
This new display option compresses the forward range further from the transducer, allowing the closer and more important information to occupy more of the screen.

Panoptix LiveScope - Reverse Range
A new menu option allows the user to see more or less of the reverse range, shifting more of the view to the forward range and minimizing what is behind the
transducer. Settings for Hide, Minimum, Default, and Full where they display 0%, 25%, 50%, and 100% of the reverse range respectively.
Hide

Full
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Panoptix LiveScope™ - Beam Icon Overlay
The beam icon displays where the LiveScope transducer is aimed relative to the boat, when calibrated. The Beam display Icon now has the options for Off, Head up,
Beam up or North up.

Telematics - Improve Monitoring and Sampling
Added reporting if the device is using the internal backup battery for monitoring and alerts, as well as reporting of the device’s input voltage for monitoring and alerts.

Improved Engine Gauge Page Defaults
Simplified the out of the box engine and fuel experience including refined default data fields
Tailored each engine view based on how many engines are on the vessel (up to 6)
Still have all the same gauge page customization options that were previously available
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Trolling Motor - Navigate Route
The user is presented with a message banner to engage the Trolling motor upon completion of building a route.

Autopilot Uflex Steer-by-wire Support
Reactor™ 40 Steer-by-wire is now compatible with the Uflex Integra EPS System.

Update Feature Matrix
GPSMAP
8400/8600
Series

GPSMAP
7x2/9x2/12x2
Plus Series

GPSMAP
7x2/9x2/12x2
Series

GPSMAP
10x2/12x2
Keyed Series

GPSMAP
7x3/9x3/12x3
Series

ECHOMAP
UHD 7x and 9x
Series

ECHOMAP
Ultra Series

Bob’s Machine Shop Jackplate Support
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x

x
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Panoptix LiveScope™ - Vivid Colors

x

x

x

x
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x
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x

x

x

x

x
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Improve Gauge Defaults

x

x

x

x
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Trolling Motor - Navigate Route
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x

x
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Autopilot Uflex Steer-by-Wire Support
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x

x
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